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Abstract—This article addresses the problem of transmit beam-
forming for underwater acoustic communication systems within
the framework of multicarrier signaling based on orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM). The system consists of a
transmitter equipped with a uniform linear array and a single
receiver. Transmit beamforming requires the transmitter to have
complete knowledge of the channel to the receiver; however, this
assumption is often not justified in acoustic channels with long
feedback delays. To counteract this problem, we propose a tech-
nique that targets only those features of the channel that can
withstand the feedback delay. One such feature is the angle of
arrival of the principal propagation path, which does not expe-
rience rapid variations caused by surface scattering, and is thus,
varying sufficiently slowly that it can tolerate long feedback delays.
OFDM provides an ideal platform for implementing broadband
beamforming, and we study the system performance in terms of
the data detection mean squared error (MSE) and bit error rate
(BER), using synthetic data transmitted over a 1 km shallow water
channel in the 10–15 kHz acoustic band. Specifically, we show that
beamforming in the principal path’s direction achieves excellent
MSE performance, with only a few dB degradation with respect to
optimal beamforming. We present results for different receive-side
detection methods, namely, differentially coherent detection and
coherent detection. In addition, we propose an angle tracking
algorithm to reduce the complexity in mobile systems, and we
demonstrate the system performance using an over-the-air acoustic
communications testbed.

Index Terms—Acoustic feedback, channel estimation,
differentially coherent detection, null-steering, orthogonal
frequency division multi-plexing (OFDM), path-identification,
transmit beamforming, underwater acoustic communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

W E CONSIDER the use of transmit beamforming for un-
derwater acoustic systems with multicarrier modulation

based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation. Our work is motivated by the fact that acoustic
OFDM has been demonstrated in practice to be an excellent ap-
proach for high speed underwater communications [1], [2], [3];
however, it has not been considered in conjunction with trans-
mit beamforming. Transmit beamforming has meanwhile been
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investigated extensively for terrestrial radio applications, both
in point-to-point (single user) and in point-to-multipoint (mul-
tiuser) scenarios, showing substantial benefits in both cases [4].

Transmit beamforming is based on the notion that multiple
transmitter elements apply different weights such that the signals
transmitted from the array add constructively at the receiver.
In an optimal setting, each transmitter element uses a weight
proportional to the complex conjugate of the channel transfer
function to the receiver.

The problem that arises when trying to implement the optimal
channel-based beamforming in practice is that the assumption of
complete channel knowledge may not be sufficiently accurate,
as the transmitter acquires the channel state information (CSI)
via feedback from the receiver. The transmitter, thus, only has
partial knowledge of the channel, as the channel estimate is
not only noisy, but can be outdated if the channel has changed
during the time it took to close the feedback loop. The diffi-
culties are particularly pronounced in time-varying underwater
acoustic channels, as the feedback delay is large as compared
to the channel coherence time due to the low speed of sound
propagation.

The literature on feedback-based underwater acoustic com-
munications remains scarce despite the general understanding
of the feedback benefits [5]. An experimental analysis of a
feedback-based acoustic system operating with adaptive OFDM
modulation can be found in [6]. Transmit arrays, however, are
not considered in this reference. A larger body of work that
touches on the topic of acoustic feedback and transmit arrays is
that of time-reversal mirrors or phase-conjugate arrays, which
have mainly been considered within the framework of single-
carrier broadband modulation [7], [8], [9]. In these systems,
the transmitter simply time-reverses a reference signal sent by
the receiver (or effectively, phase conjugates it in the frequency
domain), adequately adjusting its weights in this manner. It is
well known, however, that this procedure alone does not suffice
to build a system capable of operating over a frequency-selective
and time-varying acoustic channel.

Liao et al. [10] proposed a method for informing the trans-
mitter about the CSI based on having a bank of prerecorded
channel responses. The receiver is assumed to be located on
a spatial grid, and the channels between the transmit array and
each grid point are previously known to both the transmitting and
receiving sides. The transmitter sends a pilot signal in response
to which the receiver estimates the channel and compares it to
the precomputed channels. The best match indicates the location
of the receiver and its CSI estimate. The receiver then sends
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back the grid point index so that the transmitter can obtain the
precomputed CSI corresponding to the particular grid point.
While this procedure eliminates the need for explicit channel
estimation at the transmitter end, it does not eliminate the
problem of time-variation and the ensuing errors.

The authors in [11] and [12] proposed a transmit beamforming
method for use in conjunction with a medium access control
(MAC) protocol within a network of underwater vehicles. A sep-
arate spatial beam is formed in a probabilistic manner towards
each vehicle whose location can be resolved from that of other
vehicles. The beam width and direction are kept within a certain
range to account for motion-induced localization uncertainty,
which is modeled as Gaussian.

The aim of the present work is to address the problem of
transmit beamforming over a time-varying acoustic channel
within the OFDM system framework. Specifically, we address
the question of whether a feature of the channel exists that is
varying slowly enough that it can withstand the feedback delay,
and can be exploited in an efficient manner.

The time-varying behavior of the acoustic channel is mainly
caused by unstable signal propagation paths, whose gains and
delays are governed by small-scale fading, and cannot be pre-
dicted with sufficient accuracy. This fact suggests exploration
of the paths’ angles of arrival. This would lead to the design
of a suboptimal transmit beamforming strategy that might still
provide benefits as long as the propagation paths can be re-
solved in space. Even though the paths’ angles might vary
over the feedback delay, the change may be small enough to
justify such an approach. Therefore, we introduce a transmit
beamforming strategy based on the direction of the stable prin-
cipal path. The stable principal path can be the line-of-sight
or any other path that does not experience rapid small-scale
fading.

The direction of arrival estimation has been widely studied for
several decades [13], [14], [15]. Here, we propose a method for
estimating the principal path’s angle of arrival from the post-fast
Fourier transform (FFT) OFDM signals, taking into account the
broadband nature of acoustic communication signals. We label
this strategy as angle-based beamforming to distinguish it from
the channel-based beamforming, which uses an estimate of the
full channel response to construct the beamforming weights.

The transmit beamforming techniques are demonstrated on a
simulated 1 km shallow water channel in the 10–15 kHz acoustic
band. As a proof of concept, we also demonstrate the system
performance using over-the-air acoustic transmissions, which
enable the use of the acoustic feedback in real time in a controlled
experimental setup. The proposed methods achieve excellent
performance, demonstrating the capability to withstand the
acoustic feedback delay in the over-the-air environment.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we introduce the system and channel model. Section III
discusses the transmit beamforming techniques, specifically
channel-based and angle-based beamforming methods. Sec-
tion IV contains the simulation results. In Section V, we study
the array aperture size and interelement spacing selection, and
Section VI introduces angle tracking. Section VII presents the
experimental results. Finally, Section VIII concludes this article.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

We consider an OFDM communication system withMt trans-
mit array elements, a single receiver element, and K carriers
within a total bandwidth B. We assume a vertical array with
interelement spacing d, and a system geometry that justifies
the assumption of plane wave propagation. The receiver is
positioned at a horizontal distance LTR and an elevation angle
θ0 with respect to the transmitter, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

At the onset of communication, the receiver sends a probe
signal to the transmitter. In response, the transmitter adjusts its
beamforming weights, forms an information signal, and sends it
back to the receiver. The receiver can implement differentially
coherent detection or coherent detection.

A. Channel Model

The channel is frequency selective due to multipath propaga-
tion, and it is also time-varying. In a properly designed OFDM
system, time-variation is negligible over the duration of one
OFDM block (there is no intercarrier interference); however, the
channel might change over the feedback time, during which the
receiver–transmitter positioning might vary slightly. As a result,
the channel measured on the uplink (receiver to transmitter) may
differ from the channel measured on the downlink (transmitter
to receiver), since the time it takes to close the feedback loop is at
least 2LTR/c, where c is the speed of sound in water (nominally
1500 m/s).

At time t, the channel transfer function between two points is
modeled as [16]

H(f, t) =

P−1∑
p=0

hpγp(f, t)e
−j2πfτp(t) (1)

where the coefficients hp represent the path amplitudes, γp(f, t)
are the small-scale fading coefficients, τp(t) = τp − ap(t) are
the path delays, and P is the number of propagation paths.
The factor ap(t) is the Doppler scaling factor, which models
the residual motion-induced frequency shifting after front-end
frequency offset compensation. In other words, ap(t) is assumed
to be small, e.g., on the order of 10−5, and in general invariant
over the duration of one OFDM block. With proper processing,
it can also be removed (more details can be found in [2]). The
path p = 0 represents the principal and stable path, which in
shallow water may be the direct path with no surface-bottom
reflections.

Focusing on post-FFT processing, we are interested in
the equivalent channel response evaluated at carrier fre-
quencies fk = f0 + kΔf , k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, where f0 is the
first carrier frequency, and Δf = 1/T is the carrier sep-
aration (inverse of the OFDM block duration T ). Dur-
ing the uplink transmission, the equivalent channel pertain-
ing to the mth element and the kth carrier is denoted by
Hm,up
k =

∑
p h

m,up
p γm,up

p,k e−j2πfkτ
m,up
p . Similarly, during the

subsequent downlink transmission, the equivalent channels are
denoted byHm,dn

k =
∑
p h

m,dn
p γm,dn

p,k e−j2πfkτ
m,dn
p . The relevant

channel parameters (path gains, small-scale coefficients and
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Fig. 1. System geometry of a shallow water channel.

delays) pertain to the transmitter–receiver positioning at the
times of uplink and downlink transmissions.

Assuming that the uplink-downlink cycle takes a few seconds,
drifting will cause only a small change in positioning, e.g., on
the order of a meter. The corresponding change in the path gains
is likely to be negligible for a typical link spanning a range on
the order of a kilometer; however, the change in path delays
and the small-scale fading coefficients could cause the overall
channel response to change significantly. If there is absolutely
no transmitter–receiver motion, surface motion will still cause
a change in the delays of those paths that encounter it, while
surface scattering will induce micromultipath and dispersion.
Time and frequency correlation of a small-scale fading coeffi-
cient γp(f, t) are described through the Doppler bandwidth of
the random micropath delay deviations [16]. Spatial correlation
between the small-scale fading coefficients corresponding to the
same path but different array elements is meanwhile governed
by the element spacing. So long as the surface encounter points
corresponding to the same path and different array elements are
separated by more than a few wavelengths, their small-scale fad-
ing coefficients can be regarded as uncorrelated. As an example,
let us look at a system operating in the 10–15 kHz bandwidth
(maximum wavelength 0.15 m) over a distance LTR = 1500 m,
with transmitter and receiver suspended at a depth of 75 m,
and interelement spacing d = 0.3 m. Considering the path with
a single surface reflection, reflection points corresponding to
adjacent array elements are spaced by 3 m, which well exceeds
the maximum wavelength. Hence, their small-scale fading co-
efficients can be regarded as uncorrelated. From the viewpoint
of beamforming, such a path is not stable.

III. BEAMFORMING

In systems whose bandwidth is much smaller than the center
frequency, beamforming is typically considered in the narrow-
band context, i.e., the beamforming weights are the same for
all signal frequencies. In acoustic systems, however, the nar-
rowband assumption may not be justified, as the bandwidth
B = KΔf may not be negligible compared to the carrier
frequencies fk. In that case, it is advantageous to consider

broadband beamforming, where the beamformer coefficients are
evaluated separately for each carrier frequency.

Let us denote by wk = [w0
k w1

k . . . wMt−1
k ]� the vector

of beamformer coefficients corresponding to carrier k. The
OFDM signal transmitted on the downlink from the mth array
element is then given by1

sdn
m(t) = Re

{
K−1∑
k=0

ddn
k w

m∗
k ej2πfkt

}
, t ∈ [−Tg, T ] (2)

where m = 0, . . . ,Mt − 1, ddn
k is the information data symbol

belonging to a unit-amplitude phase-shift keying (PSK) alpha-
bet for either differentially coherent detection or quadrature-
amplitude modulation (QAM) for coherent detection, and Tg
is the length of the guard interval (cyclic prefix) between the
OFDM blocks.

The signal received on the kth carrier after front-end synchro-
nization and FFT demodulation is given by

ydn
k = ddn

k

Mt−1∑
m=0

wm∗
k Hm,dn

k + zdn
k

= ddn
k w

′
kH

dn
k + zdn

k

= ddn
k H

eq
k + zdn

k (3)

where zdn
k is the zero-mean downlink noise with variance σ2

dn,
Hdn
k = [H0,dn

k H1,dn
k . . . HMt−1,dn

k ]� is the downlink chan-
nel vector, and Heq

k is the equivalent downlink channel coeffi-
cient corresponding to the kth carrier.

The OFDM signal transmitted on the uplink is given by

sup(t) = Re

{
K−1∑
k=0

dup
k e

j2πfkt

}
, t ∈ [−Tg, T ]. (4)

For purposes of transmit-side adaptation, some or all of the data
symbols dup

k are regarded as pilots, i.e., they are set to a priori
known values, e.g., 1. After time synchronization, initial resam-
pling, frequency offset compensation, and FFT demodulation,

1Complex conjugate and conjugate transpose are denoted by (·)∗ and (·)′,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Uplink transmission (above) and downlink transmission (below).

the uplink pilot signal received across the array on carrier k is
modeled as

xup
k = Hup

k + zup
k (5)

where zup
k is the uplink noise, assumed to be zero-mean with

covariance σ2
upIMt

, where IMt
is aMt ×Mt identity matrix and

Hup
k = [H0,up

k H1,up
k . . . HMt−1,up

k ]� is the uplink channel
vector. These signals are used to adjust the beamformer weights.
Fig. 2 summarizes the uplink and the downlink system functions.

A. Optimal Beamforming

The beamformer weights that maximize the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in the received signal (3) are given by
wk = Cdn

k Hdn
k , k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, where Cdn

k are arbitrary
constants [4], [17]. These constants are chosen such that
(1/K)

∑
kw

′
kwk = 1, thus, ensuring that no additional power

is expanded through the process of beamforming.
However, perfect knowledge of the downlink channel may

not be available at the transmit side since: 1) the channel is
time-varying; and 2) channel estimation is performed in the
presence of noise. In what follows, we study two ways of
determining the beamformer coefficients: 1) beamforming with
delayed and noisy channel information; and 2) beamforming in
the principal path’s direction. As a comparison benchmark, we
will also consider the case in which no beamformer adjustment
is made, i.e., wmk = 1/

√
Mt.

B. Beamforming With Delayed and Noisy Channel
Information

In this case, the beamformer weights are formed using an
estimate of the downlink channel Ĥdn

k instead of the true value
Hdn
k , for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. The estimate is obtained from the

uplink pilot signals (5). Various approaches to channel estima-
tion are possible, but we will not concentrate our analysis on
algorithm details. Instead, we will utilize several benchmark
cases. The first case is that of a noiseless estimate, Ĥdn

k = Hup
k ,

in this scenario, the channel information is simply delayed.
Any practical estimation method will perform worse than this
benchmark. An improvement to this case can be sought only
through prediction. Prediction in turn relies on the knowledge
of the statistical channel model that governs the behavior of the
random coefficients γmp (f, t). Acquisition of such a model is not
a simple task, and is itself likely to result in estimation errors
when carried out in the presence of noise.

The second case is that of simple time-reversal, where
Ĥdn
k = Hup

k + zup
k , and the noise components are characterized

by the variance σ2
up. A practical channel estimation method

operates in the impulse response domain to optimally exploit
the frequency correlation by capitalizing on the fact that the
channel is sparse, i.e., that onlyLup < K taps suffice to represent
it. An example of such a method is least squares (LS) estimation
that extracts Lup = �BTmp� taps, where Tmp is the multipath
spread of the channel. In this case, a noisy estimate is obtained as
Ĥdn
k = Hup

k + z̃up
k , where the variance of the noise components

is reduced to σ̃2
up = (Lup/K)σ2

up.

C. Beamforming in the Principal Path’s Direction

When feedback delay is long such that it leads to too much
discrepancy between the true and the estimated channel re-
sponse, one must seek some feature of the channel that can
still be exploited, and that feature may be the principal path’s
angle of arrival. Given a vertical array and a typical channel
where the transmission distance LTR is much greater than the
communication channel depth, propagation delays across the
array elements are related as follows:

τmp = τ0p +m
d

c
sin θp, m = 0, . . . ,Mt − 1 (6)

where θp is the pth path’s angle of arrival, p = 0, . . . , P − 1.
Note that a proper time synchronization in reference to the first
element implies τ00 = 0. The underlying assumption is that d is
small enough such that all the array elements see the same angle
of arrival.
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We are interested in the stable, principal path that arrives at
an angle θ0. Beamforming to the principal path is a plausible
approach under the assumption that the angle θ0 changes little
over the time needed to close the feedback loop. This assumption
is well justified for many cases. Consider a 1.5 km link where
the round-trip propagation time is 2 s. Drifting at 1 m/s will
cause the receiver to move by 2 m. Even if the motion is in
the direction that changes the angle the most, compounded onto
1.5 km, a 2 m displacement will not affect the angle of arrival
in any significant way. This fact is key to our treatment, and we
conjecture that the angle of arrival is that parameter which does
not change much over the feedback time, i.e., we assume that
θup
0 = θdn

0 = θ0, and exploit this feature of the channel to design
the beamformer. In general, the beamforming weights pointing
in the direction θ are given by

wmk (θ) =
1√
Mt

e−j2πmfk
d
c sin θ, m = 0, . . . ,Mt − 1,

k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. (7)

In our case, we wish to point the beam in the direction θ0 of the
principal path; however, the angle θ0 is not known and must be
estimated.

1) Estimating the Principal Path’s Angle of Arrival: Estima-
tion of θ0 can be performed by hypothesizing an angle θ, and
defining the vector

wk(θ) = [w0
k(θ) w1

k(θ) . . . wMt−1
k (θ)]�.

Beamforming on the kth carrier of the uplink signal now yields
an output w′

k(θ)x
up
k , whose total power is

S(θ) =

K−1∑
k=0

∣∣w′
k(θ)x

up
k

∣∣2. (8)

The principal path’s angle of arrival is estimated as that angle
which maximizes the total power

θ̂0 = argmax
θ

S(θ). (9)

The angle θ̂0 is finally used to construct the beamforming
vector wk = wk(θ̂0). This approach is referred to as broadband
angle-based beamforming.

The narrowband counterpart employs the same beamforming
vector on all the carriers, i.e., wk = w0(θ̂0), the vector corre-
sponding to the lowest carrier frequency f0. Center frequency
could be used as well, or for that matter, any frequency within
the signal bandwidth because the main assumption for this type
of beamforming is that the system is narrowband, i.e., that
B 	 fk, ∀k. In numerical evaluation, we will include narrow-
band beamforming as a benchmark, to quantify the advantage
of using broadband beamforming over acoustic channels.

D. Broadband Null-Steering

In addition to beamforming in the principal path direction,
the transmit array can implement null-steering to place spatial
nulls in directions that are undesired, such as the directions of
the paths with lower energy. The null-steering algorithm finds a
vector w̃k(θ0) which:

1) maximizes the inner product magnitude |w̃′
k(θ0)wk(θ0)|,

where wk(θ0) is a steering vector pointing in the desired
direction θ0;

2) maintains the energy constraint ||w̃k(θ0)|| = 1;
3) places spatial nulls in the undesired directions,

w̃′
k(θ0)wk(θp) = 0 for ∀p �= 0.

Let us form the matrixWk, whose columns are the beamform-
ing vectors wk(θp) for ∀p �= 0. The optimal solution w̃k(θ0)
lies in the subspace that is orthogonal to the one spanned
by the columns of Wk. Thus, maximizing |w̃′

k(θ0)wk(θ0)| is
equivalent to maximizing |w̃′

k(θ0)Pkwk(θ0)|, where Pk is the
orthogonal projection matrix, which is expressed as [18]

Pk = IMt
−Wk (W

′
kWk)

−1
W′

k. (10)

Maximization of |w̃′
k(θ0)Pkwk(θ0)| is performed by evoking

the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, yielding

w̃k(θ0) = αkPkwk(θ0) (11)

where αk is a constant that is chosen such that ||w̃k(θ0)|| = 1.

E. Data Detection

The aim of any communication system is to accurately decode
the data symbols transmitted through the channel. The received
baseband signal (3) shows the dependence on the inner product
between the beamformer vector wk and the downlink channel
vector Hdn

k , which for the case of optimal beamforming can
be expressed as ydn

k = ddn
k H

eq
k + zdn

k , where Heq
k = Cdn

k |Hdn
k |2

is a positive constant, and as such does not influence PSK
data detection. Practical (suboptimal) beamforming techniques
require additional processing to compensate for residual distor-
tions caused by the equivalent channel Heq

k = w′
kH

dn
k .

If coherent detection is used, the coefficients Heq
k are esti-

mated using pilot carriers, e.g., via conventional least squares
(LS) techniques, or by applying the path-identification (PI)
algorithm [3], which finds the individual channel path gains and
delays. Once the channel estimate is available, the estimate of
the data symbol is expressed as

d̂dn
k =

ydn
k Ĥ

eq∗
k

|Ĥeq
k |2 (12)

where Ĥeq
k is the estimate of the channel coefficient on the kth

carrier.
Differentially coherent detection is a simpler detection tech-

nique that takes advantage of the channel correlation in the
frequency domain [1] and eliminates the need for channel es-
timation. The original PSK data symbols bdn

k are differentially
encoded across the carriers to form the transmitted data sym-
bols ddn

k = bdn
k d

dn
k−1 (the encoding process begins with a known

symbol ddn
0 = 1), and the estimate of the received data symbol

is given by

b̂dn
k =

ydn∗
k−1y

dn
k

|ydn
k−1|2

, k = 1, . . . ,K − 1. (13)
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Fig. 3. (a) Impulse responses of the channel as seen on the uplink and downlink. (b) Channel transfer functions on the uplink and downlink.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we use an illustrative example to compare
the performance of various techniques discussed: optimal beam-
forming, beamforming with delayed and noisy channel informa-
tion, and beamforming in the principal path’s direction. Perfor-
mance is evaluated through numerical computation of the mean
squared error (MSE) of the detected data symbol and bit error
rate (BER) versus SNR.

We focus on an example of a shallow water channel. The chan-
nel geometry (see Fig. 1) at the time of uplink transmission is
specified by a distanceLTR = 1 km, receiver depth hR = 20m,
and transmitter depth (top element) hT = 70 m. At the time of
downlink reception, we assume that the receiver has drifted at
the speed v = 0.5 m/s in the direction θR = 45◦, such that the
distance is now LTR + (2d/c)v cos θR, i.e., it has increased by
0.47 m, and the receiver depth ishR − (2d/c)v sin θR, i.e., it has
decreased by 0.47 m. The element spacing is d = 0.345 m, and
the number of array elements isMt = 12. The speed of sound is
taken to be c = 1500 m/s in water, and 1300 m/s in the bottom;
spherical spreading is assumed for each path. The lowest carrier
frequency is f0 = 10 kHz, the bandwidth is B = 5 kHz, and
the number of carriers is K = 1024. The uplink and downlink
channels are normalized such that

1/(KMt)
∑
k

∑
m

|Hm,up
k |2=(1/(KMt))

∑
k

∑
m

|Hm,dn
k |2=1

and the noise variance is taken to be the same on the uplink and
downlink, σ2

up = σ2
dn = σ2. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined

as SNR = 1/σ2. Small-scale fading coefficients are generated
according to [16] with the following parameters: standard devia-
tion of the surface height displacement isσs = c/(5f0), standard
deviation of the bottom height displacement is σb = c/(3f0),
number of micropaths within one path is Sp = 20, mean and
variance parameters of micropath amplitudes are μp,0 = 0,
μp = 1/Sp, and νp = μp/10, respectively. We demonstrate
the performance of the system using three linear modulation

schemes, namely quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK), 8-PSK,
and 16-QAM.

The channel impulse responses on the uplink and downlink,
as seen within the system bandwidth, are shown in Fig. 3(a).
This channel has P = 5 significant paths and the total multi-
path spread is approximately 20 ms. The gains and delays are
calculated from the channel geometry. The channel frequency
responses are depicted in Fig. 3(b). Frequency selectivity is
pronounced, and the difference between the uplink and the
downlink is quite noticeable.

A. Beamforming: Performance Analysis

We consider channel-based beamforming and angle-based
beamforming, with and without perfect channel knowledge,
in both broadband and narrowband contexts. Channel-based
beamforming includes several cases corresponding to the type
of channel estimate available at the transmitter: perfect, delayed,
time-reversal, and impulse response. Angle-based beamforming
cases include perfect beamforming, beamforming with an esti-
mated angle of the principal path, and their narrowband counter-
parts. A detailed description of these beamforming techniques
is given as follows.

1) Perfect: This case refers to the optimal beamforming
method with perfect downlink channel knowledge. The
beamforming coefficients are wmk = Cdn

k H
m,dn
k

2.
2) Delayed: This case corresponds to using a delayed and

noiseless channel estimate. The beamformer coefficients
are wmk = Cup

k H
m,up
k .

3) Time-reversal (TR): Delayed and noisy channel esti-
mate is used to form the beamformer coefficients as
wmk = C tr

k (H
m,up
k + zm,up

k ), where the noise variance is
σ2

up.
4) Impulse response (IR): In this case, the channel is es-

timated in the IR domain, e.g., using LS covering Lup

2The factors Cdn
k , Cup

k
, C tr

k , and C ir
k are the normalization constants for each

of the channel-based beamforming cases, set to ensure that no additional power
is expanded through the process of beamforming.
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Fig. 4. Performance of various beamforming techniques: average data detection mean squared error (MSE) (a); and bit error rate (BER) (b) as functions of the
input SNR. Differentially coherent QPSK detection is used at the receiver.

channel taps spaced byT/K. The beamformer coefficients
are wmk = C ir

k (H
m,up
k + z̃m,up

k ), and the noise variance is
(Lup/K)σ2

up.
5) Perfect beamforming (perfect BF): Beamforming in the

principal path’s direction, wmk = wmk (θ0), with perfect
knowledge of θ0.

6) Beamforming (BF): The principal path’s angle of arrival
is estimated according to (9), and the beamformer weights
are wmk = wmk (θ̂0).

7) Perfect beamforming, narrowband (perfect BF NB): The
beamformer weights are computed as wmk = wm0 (θ0).

8) Beamforming, narrowband (BF NB): The beamforming
weights are wmk = wm0 (θ̂0), where

θ̂0 = argmax
θ

∑
k

|w′
0(θ)x

up
k |2.

9) None: The beamforming coefficients are wmk = 1/
√
Mt.

Fig. 4 summarizes performance results in terms of data detec-
tion MSE and BER as functions of the input SNR ranging from
−10 to 30 dB for Mt = 12 transmitter elements. Differentially
coherent QPSK detection is implemented at the receiving side,
and the data detection MSE is computed as

MSE =
1

Nr

1

K − 1

Nr∑
i=1

K−1∑
k=1

|bdn
k (i)− b̂dn

k (i)|2 (14)

where b̂dn
k (i) is the estimate of the kth data symbol bdn

k (i) in the
ith block. Each OFDM block contains an independent channel
and noise realization, and Nr = 100 000 is the total number of
realizations.

As one could expect, the performance of all the methods
is bounded by that of optimal beamforming (case 1), which
provides the lowest MSE in data detection. In contrast to this
situation is the case in which no adjustment is made to the
beamformer weights (case 9), which yields the highest MSE.
The performance of all the other methods lies between these
two bounds [see Fig. 4(a)].

Using the delayed channel estimate (case 2) instead of the true
channel leads to a substantial performance degradation of about

17 dB. At lower values of the SNR, this degradation implies
an MSE high enough to cause a complete system failure (MSE
above 0 dB). Simple time-reversal (case 3) exhibits additional
degradation, while a more sophisticated channel estimation in
the IR domain (case 4) follows the noiseless delayed estimate
case closely for the range of SNRs shown. Judging by these
results, we conclude that small-scale fading prevents the use of
beamforming methods based on transmit-side channel estima-
tion. These observations point to an abrupt contrast between ra-
dio channels for which channel-based beamforming is used [4],
and acoustic channels where feedback delay clearly presents an
obstacle.

Unlike channel-based beamforming, beamforming in the
principal path’s direction offers a solution to this problem. With
perfect channel knowledge, angle-based beamforming (case 5)
exhibits only about 3.5 dB degradation of MSE with respect to
optimal beamforming (case 1). Most importantly, when working
with an estimate of the arrival angle obtained from the noisy
uplink data (case 6) instead of the true one, the difference in per-
formance is imperceptible (dashed curves marked with  and �
practically coincide). This is a remarkable feature that speaks
strongly in favor of practical applicability of feedback-based
transmit beamforming for acoustic communications, which has
not been fully explored in the past [5].

The performance of narrowband beamforming reveals inter-
esting observations. As expected, ideal narrowband beamform-
ing (case 7) performs worse than ideal broadband beamforming
(case 5), losing about 4 dB of MSE. With perfect channel
knowledge, angle-based beamforming (case 7) performs about
5 dB (at lower SNR) to 8 dB (at higher SNR) better than
channel-based beamforming (case 2). Without perfect channel
knowledge, angle-based beamforming (case 8) effectively re-
moves some of the narrowband constraints, as it gains freedom
in using an angle that best suits the power metric evaluated
over all the signal frequencies–not the angle dictated by a
single signal frequency. By doing so, it outperforms the perfect
angle-based narrowband beamforming, yielding a performance
very close to that of the broadband angle-based beamformer
(cases 5 and 6).
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Fig. 5. Performance of various beamforming techniques: average data detection MSE (a) and BER (b) as functions of the input SNR. Differentially coherent
8-PSK detection is used at the receiver.

Fig. 4(b) depicts the performance for various beamforming
methods. Optimal channel-based beamforming (case 1) delivers
the lowest BER, as opposed to case 9, which leads to the highest
BER performance. Without channel knowledge, channel-based
methods (cases 2, 3, and 4) need approximately 18, 19, and 22 dB
of extra SNR in comparison to case 1 to preserve a 10−4 BER.
In general, angle-based beamformers outperform channel-based
beamformers (cases 2, 3, and 4). We observe that broadband
beamforming methods (cases 5 and 6) require only about 3.5 dB
of additional SNR to achieve the same BER performance deliv-
ered by optimal beamforming with perfect channel knowledge
(case 1). Narrowband beamforming with perfect knowledge
of θ0 requires about 10 dB of additional SNR compared to
cases 5 and 6 to maintain a 10−4 BER. Conversely, narrow-
band beamforming without perfect knowledge of θ0 (case 8)
requires only about 3 dB of extra SNR to attain the same BER.
Narrowband beamforming (case 8) offers a lower computational
complexity approach, yielding a somewhat poorer BER perfor-
mance compared to that of broadband beamforming (case 6).
The computational requirements of these methods differ in
the computation of S(θ), which is performed for a range of
hypothesized angles θ ∈ [θmin, θmax]. For each hypothesized
angle in this range (say that there are Nθ such angles), the BF
method requires computation ofK beamforming vectors wk(θ)
for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. Hence, a total of KNθ vectors of size
Mt × 1 have to be computed. In contrast, the BF NB technique
requires only a single vector w0(θ) to be computed for each
hypothesized value of θ.

Another possible angle-based beamforming technique con-
sists of computing the beamforming weights for subsets of
carrier frequencies instead of for all the carriers. Indeed, com-
puting the weights for fewer carriers provides a reduction in
computational complexity, while its performance falls between
that of BF and BF NB.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the performance results in terms of
data detection MSE and BER as functions of the input SNR
for Mt = 12 transmitter elements for differentially coherent
detection using 8-PSK modulation. In this case, the system
performance trends of either channel-based beamforming or
angle-based beamforming match those observed in Fig. 4 for
differentially coherent QPSK detection. We observe that to

achieve the same BER, say 10−4, 8-PSK requires about 5 dB
more of the SNR as compared to differential QPSK in all the
cases considered.

Coherent detection results based on LS channel estimation
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6(a) and (b), we illustrate the
performance results for QPSK modulation in terms of average
MSE and BER, while Fig. 7(a) and (b) contain the 8-PSK and
16-QAM results, respectively. The LS channel estimation targets
Ldn = 80 taps using Kpil = 128 equally spaced pilots in all the
cases considered. The data detection MSE is computed as

MSE =
1

Nr

1

K −Kpil

Nr∑
i=1

∑
k/∈Kpil

|ddn
k (i)− d̂dn

k (i)|2 (15)

where Kpil is the set of Kpil pilot carriers, and d̂dn
k (i) is the

estimate of the kth data symbol ddn
k (i) in the ith block. We see

that broadband beamforming (case 6) requires approximately
6 dB of SNR to maintain a 10−4 BER using QPSK modulation
[see Fig. 6(b)], while it requires approximately 11 dB and 15 dB
to maintain the same error rate using 8-PSK [see Fig. 7(a)] and
16 QAM [see Fig. 7(b)] modulation schemes, respectively.

Coherent detection results based on path-identification (PI)
algorithm [3] for receive-side channel estimation are illustrated
in Fig. 8 for QPSK. The parameters of the path-identification (PI)
channel estimation algorithm are the number of paths Np and
the resolution factor I . Particularly, Fig. 8(a) and (b) depict the
average MSE and BER, respectively, for total number of paths
Np = 80 and resolution factor of I = 1. Similarly, Fig. 8(c) and
(d) illustrates the average MSE and BER, respectively, using PI
with Np = 80 and I = 2. With Np = 80 and I = 1, the results
match those of LS channel estimation seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b),
where MSE saturation is observed at SNRs above 20 dB. This
saturation is a consequence of the fact that the path delays of
the equivalent downlink channel do not fall on the sampling
grid, i.e., their delays are not multiples of T/K. The situation
is remedied by using a resolution factor of I = 2, as seen in
Fig. 8(c) and (d).

Fig. 9 depicts the results of a coherent system based on
PI channel estimation for 8-PSK and 16-QAM modulation
schemes. The PI channel estimation parameters used are
Np = 80 and I = 2.
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Fig. 6. Performance of various beamforming techniques: average data detection MSE (a) and BER (b) as functions of the input SNR. Coherent QPSK detection
based on LS channel estimation is used at the receiver with Ldn = 80 channel taps and Kpil = 128 pilot carriers.

Fig. 7. Performance of various beamforming techniques in terms of BER as a function of the input SNR for (a) 8-PSK and (b) 16-QAM. Coherent detection
based on LS channel estimation is used at the receiver with Ldn = 80 channel taps and Kpil = 128 pilot carriers.

In general, the coherent system performance trends match
those of the differentially coherent detection, confirming that
angle-based beamforming outperforms the channel-based tech-
niques and is only surpassed by optimal beamforming.

In Fig. 10, we illustrate the power metric (8) and the relative
path magnitudes |hp| positioned at true angles θp. In addition,
the scatter plots of the detected data symbols for differentially
coherent detection and coherent detection using LS and PI
channel estimation are shown in Fig. 11(a)–(c), respectively. The
channel estimation parameters are the ones used in Fig. 6(a) for
LS and Fig. 8(c) for PI.

B. Beamforming With Null-Steering

Null-steering, described in Section III-D, allows the transmit
array to set a beam in the direction of the principal path while
simultaneously placing spatial nulls in the direction of other
paths. We consider two null-steering strategies: broadband null-
steering (NS), which requires computation of the beamforming
vectors w̃k for each carrier k, and narrowband null-steering
(NS NB), that computes the beamforming vector w̃0 for the first
carrier only and applies it to the carriers k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. On
the receiver side, either coherent detection or differentially co-
herent detection are implemented to estimate the data symbols.

To assess the performance of beamforming with null steering,
we use a simulated underwater channel with the same parameters

as in Section IV-A. The channel exhibits P = 5 propagation
paths, whose angles are estimated on the uplink using (8). The
transmit array steers a beam in the principal path’s direction and
places spatial nulls in the direction of two next-strongest paths.
The remaining two paths have lower energy [see Fig. 10(b)] and
are not taken into account as they cannot be resolved by (8).

The downlink channel Hdn
k experiences multipath that is cov-

ered by Ldn = �BTmp� impulse response taps spaced by T/K.
However, when the transmitter employs null-steering to place
spatial nulls in the directions of the paths other than the principal
one, the channel is effectively shortened. The required number of
channel taps needed to estimate the equivalent downlink channel
coefficients Heq

k is Leq < Ldn, if LS is being used. Similarly, the
number of channel pathsNp and the total expected delay spread
fed to the PI algorithm can also be shortened, thus reducing the
overall complexity of the receiver.

Fig. 12 illustrates the comparison between the null-steering
methods and the angle-based beamformers of Section IV-A,
namely, broadband beamforming (case 6) and narrowband
beamforming (case 8), for different values of input SNRs, 15 and
24 dB, and a varying number of channel equivalent taps Leq

and number of paths, which are fed to the LS and PI channel
estimators, respectively.

Fig. 12(a) reveals that both narrowband beamforming and
narrowband null-steering performances improve as the number
of discrete taps Ldn increases. On the contrary, broadband
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Fig. 8. Performance of various beamforming techniques: average data detection MSE (left column) and BER (right column) as functions of the input SNR.
Coherent QPSK detection based on PI channel estimation is used at the receiver. The number of paths and resolution factor used by the PI algorithm are Np = 80
and I = 1 in (a) and (b), and Np = 80 and I = 2 in (c) and (d), with Kpil = 128 pilot carriers.

Fig. 9. Performance of various beamforming techniques in terms of BER as a function of the input SNR for 8-PSK (a) and 16-QAM (b). PI channel estimation
is used at the receiver with Np = 80, I = 2, and Kpil = 128 pilot carriers.

beamforming and broadband null-steering techniques remain
insensitive to increasing the length of the channel estimator
beyond the necessary minimum. Broadband null-steering
method delivers extra 3–4 dB compared to the broadband
beamforming approach.

Fig. 12(b) depicts the performance of various beamforming
methods as a function of the number of channel paths Np fed to
the PI channel estimator. Similarly, broadband null-steering out-
performs all the other angle-based beamforming techniques. We

observe in Fig. 12(b) that the performance of narrowband beam-
forming methods improves as more paths are taken into account,
while the performance of the broadband beamforming tech-
niques remains constant for the same range of number of paths.

Broadband beamforming techniques deliver a comparable
performance for coherent detection based on LS and PI channel
estimation. More notably, broadband null-steering surpasses
other beamforming methods when only a few taps are used,
e.g., Leq = 2 for LS and a single path for PI receive-side
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Fig. 10. (a) Power metric S(θ) used to estimate the principal path’s angle of arrival θ0 according to (8) and (9). The input SNR is 20 dB. The peak of S(θ)
points in the direction of the principal path. (b) Red circles show the relative path magnitudes |hp| positioned at true angles θp.

Fig. 11. Scatter plot of the estimated data symbols using (a) differentially coherent detection, (b) coherent detection with LS channel estimation, and (c) coherent
detection with PI channel estimation. Beamforming is applied in the principal path’s direction with the angle estimated from the power metric depicted in Fig. 10
(case 6 of Section IV-A). The input SNR is 20 dB.

channel estimation techniques, thus, allowing the use of a lower
complexity receiver.

Fig. 13 shows the results of differentially coherent detection.
Broadband null-steering performs comparably to broadband
beamforming for the range of input SNRs shown and the per-
formance trends are similar to those of coherent detection.

V. OPTIMAL ARRAY SELECTION

The results presented so far demonstrate the potential of trans-
mit beamforming. This potential is contingent upon a proper
design of the array, i.e., optimal selection of the interelement
spacing and array aperture size. While multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems that target spatial diversity on fading
channels require the array elements to be sufficiently separated
so that the observed signals are uncorrelated [19], conventional
array processing theory suggests that array elements should be
separated by less than one half of the shortest wavelength of the
received signal [20]. Underwater acoustic channels, in addition
to being broadband, exhibit particular geometry features that
warrant revisiting of the optimal array design. In particular, the
multipath signals may arrive from a limited range of angles.

In such a situation, the channel appears sparse in the vertical
wave number domain [21], thus, alleviating the classical element
spacing constraints. In this section, we address the issue of
choosing the array geometry within the framework of transmit
beamforming and broadband acoustic communications.

A. Element Spacing and Angular Resolution

The ability to resolve the multipath angles of arrival plays an
important role when beamforming is performed in the direction
of the principal path. The angular resolution mainly depends
on the number of array elements and the interelement spacing.
Assuming plane wave propagation, the angular resolution re-
quired to differentiate between two angles of arrival θp and θq
is expressed as

2πfk
d

c
(sin θp − sin θq) >

2π

Mt
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. (16)

In this inequality, the wavelength across the carriers is
given by λk = c/fk. Since λk ∈ [λmin, λmax], we need
| sin θp − sin θq| > λmax/(Mtd) to satisfy (16). Thus, both the
number of array elements Mt and the interelement spacing d
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Fig. 12. Performance of various angle-based beamforming techniques using coherent QPSK detection. The plots illustrate the average MSE in data detection
versus the number of channel taps Leq (a) and the number of paths Np (b) for channel estimation based on LS and PI algorithms, respectively.

Fig. 13. Performance of various angle-based beamforming techniques, namely narrowband beamforming, broadband beamforming, narrowband null-steering,
and broadband null-steering, using differentially coherent QPSK detection. The plots illustrate the average data detection MSE (a) and BER (b) as functions of the
input SNR.

Fig. 14. Angular resolution bound λmin/(Mtd), as a function of the number
of array elements Mt for several choices of the interelement spacing d. The
horizontal dotted line represents | sin θ0 − sin θ1|, the angles of two strongest
arrivals of Fig. 10(b) (θ0 = 2.9◦ and θ1 = 5.2◦). If d = 3λmin, the angular
resolution constraint (16) implies that these two paths will be resolvable if
Mt ≥ 12. If d = 2λmin, Mt ≥ 18 or more elements are needed.

can be selected to achieve the desired angular resolution. Fig. 14
shows that arrays with smaller element spacing require a greater
number of elements to achieve the same angular resolution as a
system with larger interelement spacing.

The difference between the two spacing choices lies in the
angular ambiguities they introduce. An array with a fixed number
of elements and a larger interelement spacing improves the
resolution, but introduces more ambiguities.

The angular ambiguity constraint for two signals impinging
upon the array at angles θp and θq can be expressed as

2πfk
d

c
(sin θp − sin θq) ≤ 2π, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. (17)

This condition implies that | sin θp − sin θq| ≤ λmin/d.
It is worth noting at this point that in many practical applica-

tions one does not expect the signal to arrive from the full ±90◦

range, but from some smaller range ±ϑmax. If that is the case,
the ambiguity condition can be appropriately adjusted. The two
conditions are now combined into the final constraint

λmax

MtΔmin
< d ≤ λmin

Δmax
(18)

where Δp,q = | sin θp − sin θq|, and the paths (p, q) that
should be considered in determining Δmax = max

p,q
Δp,q and

Δmin = min
p,q

Δp,q include only the significant stable paths. The

paths that are not significant do not contribute enough energy
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Fig. 15. Performance of angle-based beamforming techniques in terms of data detection MSE for varied number of transmit array elements Mt and interelement
spacing d, for (a) differentially coherent detection and (b) coherent detection based on PI channel estimation.

Fig. 16. Mean-squared error of the estimated data symbols for differentially coherent detection (a and c) and coherent detection (b and d) versus the number of
transmitter elements Mt and interelement spacing d, in the context of broadband beamforming (a and b) and narrowband beamforming (c and d). The dashed lines
represent the curves constant array aperture. The input SNR is 20 dB.

and can be neglected, while the paths that are not stable add
incoherently and play no role in the design.

B. Impact of the Array Geometry on Angle-Based
Beamforming Performance

We study the impact of the array geometry on the performance
of angle-based beamforming techniques using synthetic data

transmitted through the shallow water channel whose parameters
are given in Section IV. Specifically, we consider a varying
number of array elements Mt and interelement spacings d
normalized by the wavelength λmin = c/fmax.

Performance of angle-based beamforming techniques for var-
ious array geometries is illustrated in Fig. 15. The number of
elements is varied, but the aperture size, Mtd, is kept constant.
We note that the use of more array elements reduces the MSE by
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10 log10Mt, but more importantly, Fig. 15 reveals that if angular
resolution is maintained, the system enables excellent detection
performance for element spacing greater than λmin/2, which al-
lows the use of fewer elements. As expected, coherent detection
using PI algorithm [see Fig. 15(b)] outperforms the differentially
coherent detection [see Fig. 15(a)] by approximately 3 dB.

Fig. 16 illustrates the MSE (color bar) versus the number of
array elements Mt and interelement spacing d for a fixed SNR.
For instance, the dark blue region indicates MSE below−25 dB.
Therefore, any pair (Mt, d) that lies in the dark blue region will
deliver a data detection MSE below −25 dB. Maintaining the
data detection MSE at some specific level requires a tradeoff
between the element spacing and the number of array elements.
As shown in Fig. 16, the element spacing required for a certain
MSE level decreases as the number of array elements increases,
in such a way that the array aperture is approximately constant
(note the lines of constant aperture) [21].

VI. TRACKING

For mobile acoustic systems, the principal path’s angle can
evolve over time, and the computation of (9) for each OFDM
block of a frame might be intensive. Angular tracking is advanta-
geous in such situations as it reduces the computation complexity
and enables accurate broadband beamforming in a time-varying
channel.

The tracking algorithm is based on the stochastic gradient
descent. The gradient of S(θ) given in (8) is expressed as

Ṡ(θ) =
∂S(θ)

∂θ
= 2Re

{
K−1∑
k=0

ẇH
k (θ)x

up
k

(
xup
k

)H
wk(θ)

}
(19)

where the gradient of wk(θ) with respect to θ is

ẇk(θ) =
[
ẇ0
k(θ) ẇ1

k(θ) . . . ẇMt−1
k (θ)

]�
.

The partial derivative ∂wmk (θ)/∂θ is given by
ẇmk (θ) = −jmψ̇k(θ)e−jψk(θ) with ψk(θ) = 2πfk(d/c) sin θ

and ψ̇k(θ) = 2πfk(d/c) cos θ.
The update step at block n is formulated as

θ̂0(n+ 1) = θ̂0(n) + μθṠ
(
θ̂0(n)

)
(20)

where μθ is the step size. Assuming that the initial estimate
is obtained from the first OFDM block of a frame, tracking
evolves through the rest of the blocks. The blocks are indexed by
n = 0, 1, . . . , Nb − 1, and the gradient at time n, Ṡ(θ), is cal-
culated using the corresponding values xup

k (n) and θ = θ̂0(n).
Angle estimation involves finding the maximum of the func-

tion (8), which does not have a single global maximum, but
instead has several local maxima. Gradient descent thus has to be
applied carefully, making sure that the search begins at a proper
initial point and progresses in small steps. While this may sound
non-intuitive, consideration of the system geometry reveals that
the change in angle from one block to the next is indeed very
small. For example, with the system of Section IV, motion of the
receiver at 1 m/s will cause the angle to change only by 0.01◦

during one OFDM block. Hence, an accurate initial estimate

Fig. 17. System geometry of the over-the-air channel (top view).

Fig. 18. Power metric S(θ) used to estimate the principal path’s angle of
arrival θ0 in the uplink.

θ̂0(0) obtained from full-scale maximization and a well-chosen
step-size are expected to keep the tracking loop stable.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As a proof of concept, we tested the transmit beamforming
techniques using experimental over-the-air transmissions in an
indoor environment of the acoustic communications testbed
(ACT) developed at Northeastern University [22]. The envi-
ronment used in the experiment is a room whose geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 17. The width of the room is DW = 3.5 m
and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is
LTR = 3 m. The horizontal locations of the transmitter and
receiver are DT = 2 m and DR = 3 m, respectively. The setup
consists of a horizontal transceiver array composed ofMt = 12
elements with interelement spacing d = 5 cm and a receive-end
single transceiver, operating in the 5–8 kHz acoustic band. We
present experimental results of transmit beamforming strate-
gies, specifically the time-reversal and impulse-response for
the channel-based beamforming, broadband beamforming, and
narrowband beamforming for the angle-based beamforming.

A. Experiment

The experiment was performed using a QPSK cyclic-
prefix (CP) OFDM signal, with initial carrier frequency
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Fig. 19. Impulse responses (a) and transfer functions (b) of the channel measured on the uplink and downlink.

Fig. 20. Estimated CDF of the MSE in data detection for various transmit-side beamforming techniques. The CDFs reflect 500 uplink-downlink transmissions
of a QPSK CP-OFDM system with K = 1024 carriers. The MSE is defined by (21) for differentially coherent detection and by (22) for coherent detection.

f0 = 5 kHz, bandwidth B = 3 kHz, K = 1024, and guard
interval Tg = 32 ms. Frequency offset compensation is applied
to counteract the motion-induced Doppler shifts, according to
the method introduced in [2].

The user moves in parallel with respect to the array (the
direction in which the principal path’s angle changes the most),
at the speedv = 0.2m/s. This speed may cause a Doppler shift of
(v/c)f0 = 2.9 Hz. In an underwater scenario, the same Doppler
shift would be experienced by a vehicle moving at v = 0.43 m/s
and f0 = 10 kHz. After proper time synchronization, frequency
offset compensation, and FFT demodulation, information sym-
bols sent by the array are detected using differentially coherent
detection as well as coherent detection based on LS and PI
channel estimation.

The principal path’s angle of arrival is estimated on the
uplink by finding the peak of the metric S(θ) as in (9). The
result is shown in Fig. 18. The estimated principal path’s angle,
θ̂up
0 = −20.73◦, is used to construct the beamforming weights
wmk (θ̂up

0 ) (7) that are implemented on the downlink (2).
For channel-based beamforming strategies, time-reversal and

impulse response methods are implemented. The beamforming
weights are constructed using the pilot signal (5) measured on
the uplink. For the impulse response beamforming method, the
uplink channel is estimated using Lup = 80 taps. In Fig. 19(a)

and (b), we illustrate the channel responses estimated on the
uplink and downlink, respectively. The differences between
uplink and downlink are notable.

The system performance is summarized in Fig. 20 which
illustrates the estimated cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the MSE for 500 uplink-downlink transmissions. The MSE
corresponding to an OFDM block with K carriers is measured
in the ith transmission as

MSE(i) =
1

K − 1

K−1∑
k=1

|bdn
k (i)− b̂dn

k (i)|2 (21)

and

MSE(i) =
1

K −Kpil

∑
k/∈Kpil

|ddn
k (i)− d̂dn

k (i)|2 (22)

for differentially coherent detection and coherent detection,
respectively.

Evidently, beamforming in the principal path’s direction out-
performs the other transmit-side beamforming methods whether
the receiver implements coherent or differentially coherent de-
tection. Our experimental results, thus confirm that angle-based
beamforming, albeit suboptimal when the channel is known
perfectly at the transmitter, withstands the long feedback delay
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Fig. 21. Experimentally measured average BER of a QPSK CP-OFDM system with K = 1024. The transmitter utilizes various transmit-side beamforming
methods and the receiver implements coherent detection with channel estimation based on PI. (a) Average BER as a function of the rate of the Polar code.
(b) Estimated CDF of the uncoded average BER. (c) Instantaneous SNR computed for each of the 500 over-the-air transmissions. (d) Estimated PDF of the
instantaneous SNR.

of the acoustic channel and delivers excellent performance in
practical situations when the channel is only estimated.

In Fig. 21, we demonstrate the performance of several beam-
forming strategies in terms of the downlink average BER
achieved using Polar codes for a range of code rates ρ = 0.5,
0.7, 0.9, and 1. Polar codes are known to achieve the capacity of
the binary-input memoryless and the symmetric additive white
Gaussian noise channels [23]. The codeword length is fixed
to N = 512 and the number of codewords per OFDM block
is 2 K/N for QPSK, i.e., each OFDM block contains four
codewords. With a code rate of 0.5, 256 data bits and a 16-b CRC
are fed to the encoder; thus, the effective throughput is 4 × 240
information bits per OFDM block. We utilize a systematic
encoder, whose channel reliability index is given in the [24,
Table 5.3.1.2-1]. The receiver employs soft decision decoding,
which uses the likelihood ratio of each received bit as an input,
along with a list decoder to exploit the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) [25]. The encoder and decoder are implemented using
the AFF3CT library [26]. A superior performance of the coded
system is observed in Fig. 21(a) when the transmitter employs
broadband beamforming (BF) in conjunction with coherent
QPSK detection with channel estimation based on PI at the
receiver. For a code rate of 0.9 and 1, BF achieves a BER of
2.7× 10−4 and 1.6× 10−3, respectively. Code rates below 0.9
produce BER values that cannot be measured with the number
of transmissions used in the experiment. BF NB delivers a BER
of 9× 10−5, 2.1× 10−3, and 3.8× 10−3, for code rates of 0.7,
0.9, and 1, respectively. On the contrary, channel-based beam-
forming techniques show moderate performance results. IR and
TR achieve a BER of 5.9× 10−3 and 7.3× 10−3 for a code rate
of 1, respectively. For a code rate of 0.5, IR and TR achieve

an improved BER of 2.5× 10−5 and 5× 10−5, respectively.
Fig. 21(b) shows the estimated CDF of the uncoded average BER
measured in the experiment. The SNR measured over the 500
transmissions is shown in Fig. 21(c) and its estimated probability
density function (PDF) is illustrated in Fig. 21(d).

B. Tracking

The results of angle tracking are presented in Fig. 22. On the
uplink, the user transmits an OFDM pilot signal with Nb = 16
blocks while it is moving in parallel with respect to the array
at a relatively high speed of 0.2 m/s. The moving trajectory of
the user equipment is illustrated in Fig. 17, and the step size of
the gradient descent algorithm is μθ = 25× 10−3. Fig. 22(b)
reveals that the principal path’s angle can be accurately tracked
by stochastic gradient descent even when the receiver changes
its direction, thus reducing the computation complexity on the
transmit side. The duration of the OFDM block is T = 0.2048 s,
and the angle is changing at a rate of approximately 0.7◦ per
OFDM block.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We investigated transmit beamforming techniques suitable
for underwater acoustic communications with long feedback
delays. Conventional channel-based transmit beamforming re-
quires complete channel knowledge at the transmit side; how-
ever, the time-varying nature of the acoustic channels, along
with the long feedback delays, causes the transmitter to have
only partial and outdated channel knowledge. To counteract this
problem, we proposed an angle-based beamforming technique
that targets transmission in the direction of a stable, principal
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Fig. 22. (a) Evolution of the metric S(θ). (b) Angle tracking.

path only. While suboptimal as compared to the channel-based
beamforming with perfect channel knowledge, this technique
outperforms channel-based beamforming in a practical situation
with an outdated and noisy channel estimate. The technique
capitalizes on the fact that unlike the entire channel transfer
function, which may change considerably over the time it takes
to close the feedback loop, the angle of the principal stable path
changes only negligibly.

We presented a comparative performance analysis using sim-
ulated data transmitted over a 1 km shallow water channel
in the 10–15 kHz band. The angle-based beamforming using
the estimated principal path’s angle of arrival was shown to
outperform channel-based beamforming, thus, emerging as a
practical technique for transmit beamforming in acoustic com-
munications. Its computational complexity is well within the
limits of current processing power, requiring only a single angle
estimate based on which the weights of a broadband beamformer
are calculated.

We additionally demonstrated the potential of transmit beam-
forming strategies using over-the-air acoustic communications.
The experimental results confirmed that angle-based beamform-
ing is an effective transmit-side beamforming technique that
surpasses channel-based beamforming methods.

In addition, we introduced an angle tracking method based
on the stochastic gradient descent for mobile acoustic systems.
Gradient descent significantly reduces the computational com-
plexity, and maintains accurate broadband beamforming in a
time-varying channel.

Future research will focus on investigating the possibilities
of beamforming in directions of multiple stable paths, which
is expected to yield further improvements in channels whose
propagation conditions warrant the existence of such paths. In
addition, current results encourage future research into transmit
beamforming for multiple users in band-limited acoustic
networks.
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